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introductions
Gutted is a contemporary theatre piece based on the 
autobiographical experiences of Liz Richardson and her life 
with ulcerative colitis; a chronic illness that attacks your bowels. 
Through the management of this illness Liz has popped & 
injected a terrific range of meds, spent long periods of time in 
hospital, undergone an eight hour surgical procedure to remove 
her entire colon and rectal stump, lived with an ileostomy bag 
attached to her tummy to collect her waste, and had an ileo-anal 
pouch constructed from her own small intestine to reverse the 
need for this bag.

A trained performer, Liz began conceiving the idea for this show 
whilst in hospital, making a mental note of humorous experiences 
and human interactions. She approached me two years ago 
about collaborating with me to make it into a theatre piece. It’s 
now nearly 10 years since her original diagnosis, 5 years since 
her operations, and the illness still affects her, but not so much 
that we couldn’t make the show. It was made with my company 
The Conker Group in May 2016 at HOME Manchester. And then 
we toured it to hospitals...

This document is a collection of realisations, findings and 
suggestions for future strategy, should someone want to tour in 
a similar way to hospitals. It is humbly based on a small scale 
experiment. Gutted itself is a call to open discussion. So too is 
this document.  

Rehearsal Room Collaboration. Photo courtesy of Ray Chan.
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me
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Gutted 2016 dates 
19-21st May 2016 HOME Manchester

8th June 2016 Oldham Stoma Care Patient Meeting, 

   Oldham, Greater Manchester

25th June 2016 Oxford Playhouse (Offbeat Festival)

2nd July 2016 St James’ Hospital, Leeds

8th Nov 2016  NIHR HTC Colorectal Therapies 

   Conference,  Leeds

9th Nov 2016  Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gateshead

10th Nov 2016 Chorley & South Ribble Hospital, Nr. Preston

11th Nov 2016 Royal Liverpool Hospital, Liverpool

12th Nov 2016 City Hospital Nottingham

14th Nov 2016 City College Coventry

15th Nov 2016 John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford

16th Nov 2016 St Mark’s Hospital, Harrow, London

18th Nov  2016 Holiday Inn, Norwich*

19th Nov  2016 Regional College, Peterborough

*Venue kindly donated when a problem arose with the original 
hospital booking

some background info
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Team
Gutted was co-created by Liz Richardson & Tara Robinson

Performer   Liz Richardson
Director   Tara Robinson
Video Design   Jim Dawson
Lighting Design  Sarah McColgan
Sound Design  Karen Lauke
Production Manager Hannah Blamire 
Stage Manager  Sophie Tetlow
Producers   Tara Robinson, Rosie Clark, 
    Will Bourdillon

Gutted was co-produced by The Conker Group and HOME 
Manchester. It was supported by The Wellcome Trust People’s 
Award, Arts Council England and IA: the ileostomy & internal 
pouch Support Group. 

At the time of writing (Jan 2017) the production was being 
produced by Making Room for an Edinburgh Fringe run 2017 and 
presented at Camden People’s Theatre on 18th February 2017 
for The Sick of The Fringe Festival, London. 

last page of background info.



  why bother?
You probably already know this, but just to clarify, touring your 
show to hospitals is probably NOT going to achieve the following:

- Make you money (beyond your own employment which 
 you could fundraise to support)  
-  Raise your profile as an artist
-  Get you more jobs as an artist
-  Stretch you artistically  (you’ve already made the show)
-  Be easy
  
So asking yourself why you’re bothering is probably a good idea. 
Our reasons were...

1. To diversify impact 
by reaching more & different audiences

Impact is a big deal for us on this show. We knew the show 
was working to generate awareness among the general public 
(educate) and to break down a taboo (challenge) but we wanted 
to test its impact on other target audiences. 

PATIENTS
Impact Goals: a) To offer a shared physical space and through 
Liz’s personal story & humour, offer solidarity b) To offer a 
potentially new tool for discussing feelings and emotions with 
partners / relatives / carers. 

CARERS / RELATIVES
Impact Goal: To offer a deeper insight of the patient’s experience. 

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS 
Impact Goal: To offer a deeper insight into patient perspective. 

Contrary to what you might think, we didn’t choose hospitals 
because they’re where you find these people. Not entirely 
anyway. We chose hospitals because we know that many people 
feel theatre buildings are not ‘for them’ and the hospital becomes 
a targeted place that is already familiar to the target audience. 
When we perform in theatres we can hope to attract these target 
audiences too, potentially bringing less frequent theatre-goers 
into venues that they may not have attended before (which has 
its own value), but when we perform in hospitals we are meeting 
these audiences in a space that is neutral, that is as much theirs 
as it is ours. 
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2. To test the meaning of 
place
After our performance at St James’s Hospital in Leeds, a number 
of audience members reported feeling a profound sense of 
healing, hope and solidarity seeing Liz’s story and considering 
their own in the very place that they had been treated (and the 
place they therefore associated with pain, illness and trauma). We 
had a hunch that this might be true for other patients and wanted 
to find out. 

We learned that this certainly is the case for some patients but 
it largely depends on what room in the hospital we performed 
in. Some of our performances took place in an education wing 
detached from the main hospital. In short: we found that if the 
room we performed in could’ve been any old room and you didn’t 
have to walk through the hospital corridors to reach it, it could 
probably just as easily been a theatre. To this end, we recommend 
interrogating closely what experience it is you want to create for 
your audience and only book spaces that match this. 
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Our successes in terms of the reported effects of place were all 
performances in the body of the hospital itself: John Radcliffe 
Hospital (Oxford), Royal Liverpool Hospital, Nottingham City Hos-
pital and St Mark’s Hospital, Harrow. St Mark’s required a huge 
amount of signage to direct audiences to the right place, but the 
experience of making that journey was reported as all part of it, 
and the performance was attended even by recovering patients 
from the ward.

pre-show pic - people did actually arrive, I just didn’t photograph it



  how to get started
1. finish it first
When we first attempted to book hospital performances, we 
wanted them to follow straight on from our theatre premiere. So 
essentially, we hadn’t finished making the show. 

We don’t recommend doing it this way. 

Having a video trailer from the completed show saves you 
waffling on and confusing people with your theatre language 
(more on this below). Finish the show, invite targeted people to 
the theatre (we got patients / professionals there who’d given us 
feedback on earlier R&D periods) then put together a package 
that includes photos and a nicely laid out bunch of testimonials 
from these people as well as the general public / reviews etc. 

2. find a mediator
It’s not a total error trying to book a hospitals tour without a 
mediator, but it certainly isn’t easy. Again, we made this mistake 
first time round. We actually had a charity partner at this early 
stage – IA: the ileostomy & internal pouch Support Group – but I 
didn’t ask them for help in booking because I was scared to ask 
for too much (they were already printing us swanky programmes 
and attending every performance). I should have. Connecting with 
patients, nurses and consultants is their speciality.

When we were planning our November tour we involved them 
much more intrinsically. They became mediators between us and 
the medical institutions through their well-placed contacts. You 
don’t need to have a charity mediator, perhaps your mediators 
could be nurses, consultants or a patient group (or a mixture), but 
you’ll need different ones for each hospital if you do it like that, 
and you may find a nationwide charity is more willing to devote 
time and energy developing relationships anyway, as it will be 
beneficial to them and their organisation. 

See more on pages 9-10 for working with a charity partner.  
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not this photo. it will put people off. 



  
3. money money
Our hospitals tour in November was almost entirely funded by 
The Wellcome Trust. IA injected cash into marketing and print, 
and offered a considerable amount of labour time, but our cash 
income was tiny (only £400 from a medical conference we 
attended at the start of the tour). We’ll spare you all our detailed 
figures (nobody wants to read that) and instead offer a few things 
to consider that popped up for us when budgeting:

a) The free ticket

We made all of our tickets free to maximise on accessibility. We 
used Eventbrite to encourage people to book (so we had an idea 
of projected numbers) but wanted to keep it free. We’re glad we 
did this as in many ways it was a trial but if we did it again we 
would charge a nominal booking fee (£3 perhaps).

Why? Because we had a large number of no-shows. Of the 649 
people who booked, only 511 attended. This meant we fell short 
of our goal of 550 but didn’t think we were going to until it was too 
late. Moreover, people said they would have paid. 

I can’t imagine us ever charging the full price of a ticket we would 
charge in a theatre (£12/10) because the production values will 
always be compromised to some extent (we toured with two 
large standing lamps from ikea), but charging something now 
feels right. What it will require, however, are some logistical 
considerations regarding ticket collection on the door, a float, and 
a dedicated person to do this. We toured with performer, stage 
manager and producer. The latter of these (me, Tara) probably 
could have managed it. 

b) Hospital Room Hires

As you may have heard, the NHS is pretty short on cash at the 
moment. Hospitals may see your show as an opportunity to make 
some additional income through room hires. No judgement there, 
but we didn’t budget for this. 

You’ve two choices: Look again or pay up. But be aware that if 
you pay up you may find the hospital is less inclined to promote 
it amongst their staff because they’ve no invested interest (just 
like a theatre hire really). Due to time shortages, we chose to pay 
for 2 of our venues rather than risk having no audience (we knew 
where our vibrant patient groups were in which city). Cont...
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free stuff?



  
Cont...
One quoted us £120 (fine) but then when our production manager 
asked if there were any other spare rooms to use as a dressing 
room and for our tea / coffee urn, they whacked the price up to 
£295 (woah!). The other charged us £270 (again, ouch). 
Be savvy. 

3. time time time
Oh time. You need lots of it (4-6 months lead in at least). And here 
are a few other things that we learned along the way:

a) August should simply be discounted as a month of any use at 
all. People just seem to disappear. If it’s a month ‘of use’ in your 
project planning, you need to discount it now. 

b) Nurses and patient group volunteers may not be as email-
bound as you. They’re busy looking after people (obviously) so 
it might take 2-3 weeks for them to reply to you. This has no 
reflection on their level of excitement. 

c) Hospital spaces that are suitable for your performance 
(assuming that you cannot perform on the ward itself), book up 
sometimes as early as 18 months in advance. At the very latest 
they book up 2 months in advance so work that into your project 
planning. We didn’t first time round. To our peril.  

4. watch yer vocab
Remind yourself and your stage manager / production manager 
to talk in non-theatre language with your mediators and venue 
contacts. It seems so obvious, so I am embarrassed to admit that 
we mentioned all of the below to varying degrees of confusion:

Space, The Get-in, R&D period, Scratch performance, Producer,
Venue, AV...

It’s worth asking yourself what you really mean by ‘Space’ 
(especially if you’re after a particular atmosphere) before you ask 
for it. Obviously. We didn’t interrogate this enough beforehand.
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  charity partners
IA: The ileostomy & 
internal pouch Support Group
We got seriously lucky. IA promote awareness and offer support 
to anyone living with an ileostomy or an internal pouch, their 
family, friends and carers. They’ve been endlessly supportive. 
We attribute a large amount of this to them as individuals, but we 
thought it might also be useful to note what we think we did right 
that secured their support. 

1. The Right Timing

We had a clear timeline for when activity would be happening 
(HOME had offered us performance dates roughly 8 months 
down the line, so it wasn’t speculative, and clearly our own 
industry were endorsing us).

We approached IA after our 2nd R&D so had 30 mins of videoed 
material to show. They knew what we were aiming for, but it still 
wasn’t completed so there was space for them to gain a sense 
of ownership through its creation, develop a deeper engagement 
with it and us as artists, and have a stake in its message. 

2. The Right Size

There are other charities with cross-over foci (bowel illness 
support and awareness) but IA is relatively small, like us. Bigger 
charities don’t need the publicity that our show offers. Moreover, 
Gutted is not so perfectly tailored to their audience (not all 
sufferers of Crohns & Colitis for example want to think about 
the surgery Liz has). IA’s primary aims are to offer support to 
people living with an ileostomy or an internal pouch and to raise 
awareness of this. They saw a mutual aim in our show (raising 
awareness) and a chance to gain publicity for their charity, and in 
turn we gained endorsement from them and a wider demographic 
reach through their members. A partnership with a charity that 
was huge would have been unbalanced in terms of mutual 
objectives. 
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In progress... July 2015 R&D.  Me, Jim (AV) and a pregnant Liz



  
stuff to be aware of
Don’t underestimate how important your loyalty to your charity 
partner is. 

Charities aren’t competing with each other per se, but a small 
one will only have limited resources. Be aware that if they put 
time and energy and resources into promoting your show and 
they took a risk on it when nobody else would, they will want 
to be reassured that you’re not going to ditch them in favour 
of a bigger player. We underestimated the importance of this.
Write up a heads of terms that expresses your loyalty so they 
know that if you contact other people, it won’t be with a view to 
replacing them. Make sure everyone in your team is aware of this 
agreement. 

It’s not actually just a case of being nice (although be nice), it’s 
that while you might get a bigger profile from a bigger player, it 
won’t be the bespoke support you’ll get from your smaller charity 
pals. Partnerships are about individual people after all. 

Your charity might be non-partisan so cannot be seen to be 
attached to the promotion of any branded companies. This means 
you have to choose your sponsorship opportunities wisely. Just 
something to be aware of. 
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be loyal

think about sponsorship



  practical considerations11

logistics checklist
(genuine)



   audiences

2. At the beginning of each show we told the audience that 
there would be a 5-10 minute break after the show which would 
be followed by a post-show discussion. We experimented with 
different formats, but the best was when Liz (whose story they 
have just heard in frank detail) begins the session by asking if 
anyone had anything they wanted to share. Some sessions were 
more like Q&As, some were more like open conversations. 97% 
of audiences reported that this engagement element was “helpful” 
and 67% of these that it was “very helpful”. 
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a) getting them 

Sponsored Facebook Ads had an enormously successful reach 
for us. It makes sense: your target audience are likely to be 
actively interested in searching online for the various things your 
show is about (e.g. #stoma #ibd #colitis #crohns #bowels)

But the other main thing to mention here is the huge impact that 
having IA on board had on audiences. We deliberately picked 
cities where they knew they had strong patient groups on the 
ground. These patient groups would then enthusiastically spread 
the word. This approach meant that we had some idea of an 
audience number for each city.

Oh, and make sure any posters in the hospital say exactly what it 
is. It’s a show about this for these people.  Ours were too vague!

b) engaging them 

We wanted the experience of the show to be one of openness 
and sharing. We made a few key choices to implement this:

1. We travelled with an urn, tea, coffee, milk and sugar. We 
offered this free before the show and after the show. We 
encouraged audiences to help themselves to reduce formality. 
Some patient groups brought cake and biscuits. That was great!



  final thoughts: is it worth it?

in short: yes
“I cannot accept this condition and I don’t think I ever will. I cannot 
and will not discuss it with my husband so this show is very very 
helpful for us both. Thank you.”

“Hearing about Liz’s story was so useful. I am still scared, I 
have not made any decisions yet, but I feel closer. Gutted has 
quietly enabled me to get one step closer to those decisions 
and conversations, and I feel ready to slowly start talking to my 
surgeons and oncologist about options”

“As a healthcare professional it was so powerful and emotional, 
and as a mother it brought me to tears”

“I don’t have an ileostomy but my husband does. It’s given me so 
much insight into what he goes through”

“I’m just a member of the public, but I learned SO MUCH about 
this condition, treatments and the effects of them”
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“Loved that it used comedy to highlight a taboo subject”

“Really brilliant. Humour. Honesty. Brought the reality of living 
with ulcerative colitis to everyone.”

“Good to be able to laugh at things when you really didn’t find 
them funny at the time you first experienced them!”

“I feel less alone with this s**t”

“Great to see how patients see nurses - I will reflect on my 
practice!!!”

“I think it could help make a lot of people more aware of hidden 
disabilities”

“Sharing pain like this through this medium is what brings us 
together”

“Informative in every way and so very funny. Lovely cake too! 
Thank you for such a personal, funny and brilliant show xx”



  useful contacts

us at The Conker Group! 

Tara Robinson
conkergroup@gmail.com

www.theconkergroup.co.uk
@TheConkerGroup

or catch Liz on Twitter
@richardson_liz

Many people have helped us to achieve what we wanted to, we’ll 
answer any question and share any info, just get in touch.
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Huge thanks to the following for helping us put this document together: Richard Carey, Farrah Nazir, Scott 
Clifford. And to the people who made the show possible: Kevin Jamieson & Jodie Ratcliffe at HOME, Luke 

Roberts, Jenny & Malcolm Richardson, Anne Demick and Scott Clifford at IA, Julie Meadows, Nicola & 
Henry Robinson, Mark Sands, Matthew Eames, Francesca Russo, Karen Salisbury, Delia Muir.


